### Safety Gate: Rapid Alert System for dangerous non-food products

#### Alert number
A11/0012/19

#### Category
Motor vehicles

#### Type of alert

#### Product user
Consumer

#### Product
Passenger Car

#### Brand
Jaguar

#### Name
XE, XF, F-PACE, E-PACE, F-TYPE

#### Type / number of model

#### Batch number / Barcode
Specific vehicles built between 09/03/2015 and 05/07/2018

#### OECD Portal Category
77000000 - Automotive

#### Description
Passenger car

#### Country of origin
United Kingdom

#### Alert submitted by
United Kingdom

#### Risk type
Environment

#### Technical defect
Certain vehicles fitted with 2.0L Diesel Engines may emit excessive levels of CO2 and may not conform with the certified condition.

#### Risk
CO2 and other greenhouse gases contribute to global warming pollution. A reduction in CO2 emissions contributes to the EU greenhouse gas reduction targets helping protect the environment. The product does not comply with the Regulation setting emission performance standards for new passenger cars and the Regulation on type approval of motor vehicles with respect to emissions from light passenger and commercial vehicles.

#### Measures adopted by notifying country
Recall of the product from end users

#### Images
No pictures are available
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